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Abstract
With the development of the Internet-of-Things, more and more IoT platforms
come up with different structures and characteristics. Making balance of their
advantages and disadvantages, we should choose the suitable platform in different scenarios. For this project, I make comparison of a cloud-based centralized
platform, Microsoft Azure IoT hub and a fully distributed platform, SensibleThings. Quantitative comparison is made for performance by 2 scenarios,
messages sending speed adds up, devices lie in different location. General comparison is made for security, utilization and the storage. Finally I draw the conclusion that SensibleThings performs more stable when a lot of messages pushes to the platform. Microsoft Azure has better geographic expansion. For general comparison, Microsoft Azure IoT hub has better security. The requirement of
local device for Microsoft Azure IoT hub is lower than SensibleThings. The
SensibleThings are open source and free while Microsoft Azure follow the concept “pay as you go” with many throttling limitations for different editions.
Microsoft is more user-friendly.
Keywords: the Internet-of-Things, Microsoft Azure, IoT hub, SensibleThings.
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Terminology
Acronyms
API

Application programming interface, which enable the
developers to develop and use external service easily.

C2C

Things-to-Things communication

C2D

Cloud-to-device.

D2C

Device-to-cloud.

DHT

Distributed Hash Table.

DoS attack

Denal-of-service attack

H2C

Human-to-Things communication

H2H

Human-to-Human communication

IoT

The Internet-of-things

IP

Internet protocol.

IPv4

Internet protocol fourth edition

JDK

Java Development Kit

P2P

Peer-to-peer, a distributed structure that partitions
tasks or work loads between peers[1].

RTT

Round-trip-time

RUDP

The Reliable User Datagram protocol, an transport
layer protocol.

S1

Microsoft Azure IoT hub edition, which can generate
a small amount of data

S1

Microsoft Azure IoT hub edition, which can generate
a small amount of data

SDK

Software Development Kit
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SSL

Secure Socket Layer, a cryptographic protocol.

STDEV

Standard deviation

TCP

Transmission Control protocol, an important protocol
in transport layer.
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1

Introduction
This thesis is my final project report for my bachelor degree in Mid Sweden
University. The Introduction part describes the main concept, the problem
motivation, the scope, the overall and concrete goals of the thesis.

1.1

Background and problem motivation
With the development of Internet, our life is becoming increasingly convenient
and efficient. Internet shrink the distance between people through the devices
connected to the “net”. The communication patterns is evolved following the
trends, such as: human-to-human (H2H), human-to-things (H2T), and things-tothings (T2T)[2]. And now we have Internet of Things (IoT), which is defined as
“the network of physical objects which are embedded with electronics, software, sensors, and network connectivity, which enables these objects to collect
and exchange data.”[3] The device can be laptops, mobile phones and everything around us which can connects to the Internet.
There are more and more “smart” things through the Internet of Things, they
communicate with each other by sending the messages. The applications can be
seen in our daily life, for example, just with one touch on the mobile phone, you
can dim the lights, adjust the music sound, turn up the heat, lock the doors and
arm the security system by “smart home system”[4]. Besides, there are smart
health-care, smart city, smart transportation and so on. Internet of things revolution is coming and in some degree would change our lifestyle.
To construct the IoT system, there are many platforms can be choosing. And we
have many conducts implemented by these platforms. Different platforms have
different characteristics and performance. The choice of platform is on the aspects such as functionality, protocol being used, scalability, security, expense
and so on[5]. How to choose a platform and how to evaluate it, this is the problem I would try to solve in my final project.

1.2

Overall aim
More and more IoT platforms is coming up and providing users a variety of
choices, such as Microsoft Azure, ThingWorx, Kaa, Nimbits and so on. They
have their own characteristics and properties. The overall aim of this thesis is to
learn about different IoT platforms, try to choose suitable platforms and make
quantitative comparison and general comparison of them.
Therefore, the problem I will solve in this thesis is to learn to choose suitable
IoT platforms and focus on two of them, use devices and different scenarios to
test. Compare platforms' performance, scalability, utilization and cost, then
evaluate which platform is better on what circumstances.
1
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1.3

Concrete and verifiable goals
The thesis goes deep in four concrete goals derived from the problems:
1. Learn what is Internet-of-Things and choose specific IoT platforms to make
experiments.
2. Connect devices to different platforms, accomplish the process of sending
and receiving data. Set up a client application to retrieve values and perform
measurements.
3. Test two platforms by building different scenarios.
4. Make quantitative and general comparisons of two platforms. Draw
conclusion and discuss about the future work.

1.4

Scope
The study focused on the two platforms' performance in different scenarios. In
this thesis, device could be real ( Raspberry Pi, mobile phone, laptop and so on)
or simulated. In real world we shall have billions of devices connected together.
but only reasonable amount of devices is generated for testing. The assumption
is that each device is independent and distributed, can achieve the interaction
with IoT platform by itself.

1.5

Outline
The rest of this thesis is outlined as following, Chapter 2 includes the
background material and related work, Chapter 3 includes the detailed method
to achieve the comparison, Chapter 4 contains how to implement each goals.
Chapter 5 shows the results of test and makes the evaluation and comparison.
Chapter 6 gives the conclusion and makes discussion of IoT platforms.

2
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2

Theory
Background of Internet-of-Things, general knowledge and circumstances of existing IoT platforms and introduction to two specific IoT platforms are introduced in this chapter.

2.1

The Internet-of-Things
The Internet-of-Things is becoming an attraction in many domains, such as
technology, transport, environment, security and many aspects in our daily life.
The definition of internet of things is that “the devices, not only the computer,
connect into the internet and make communication with each other with minimum human interval”[6].
The Internet-of-Things development cannot be achieved so remarkably without
the relevant technology's development. As Gartner predicts, there will be 20.8
billion devices on the Internet-of-Things[7]. While IPv4 can only affords 4.3
billion devices, Ipv6 uses 128 bits address instead of Ipv4 32 bits address, thus
it could enable every device connecting to the internet with their own IP address
in future 10 years. Besides, The rise of the relevant technology such as artificial
intelligence, computing economics, data mining and cloud computing also is
the important factor enables the Internet-of-Things spreads rapidly.
The application of the Internet-of-Things covers many areas. There have already exists in our daily life. For example, in Smart eHome system, the nodes
can be a temperature sensor, a humidity sensor and a air condition. Temperature
and humidity sensors obtaining the real-time situation of the room and send the
messages to IoT platform, the air condition change the mode by following the
instruction given by platform. So IoT solution and IoT platform is really worthy
discussing and making comparison.

2.2

IoT platform
With the development of Internet-of-Things, more and more IoT platform
comes up. A lot of platform has already brought into business use, like the
Microsoft Azure IoT, Amazon AWS IoT, IBM Watson IoT and so on. Therefore,
how to choose a platform, what is the better mode to build an IoT platform, how
to make an balance between their advantages and limits, these are the problems
we are going to discuss in the following chapters.

2.2.1

Model of Internet-of-Things platform
The implementation of Internet-of-Things is been improved day by day. But
what kind of model for IoT platform could hold 10 billions of devices on and
make them work together is a problem we should think about. There are three
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common models to implement IoT solutions: centralized, semi-centralized and
distributed.
•

Centralized mode platform

The most common one is centralized. The centralized mode work function can
be seen as Figure 1. There is a centralized node or server being the center of
data flowing and management. The mainly tasks of the centralized node usually
are handle devices, handle messages, regulate the entire system.
For device handling, the central node could register, identify, manage device
and so on. For message handling, the central node could decide the data storage,
computing, and delivered. Besides, the central node could be the joint between
the back-end and devices to regulate and control the whole system.
Generally the centralized work mode implementations is achieved by cloud
nowadays. The advantages of the centralized mode is that it could be easier to
make complicated computing and operations. At the same time, if the centralized node is broken, the whole system may also heavily broken, thus caused the
single-nodes failure problem.

Figure 1 Centralized mode problem
•

Semi-centralized mode problem

There is also semi-centralized mode coming up. The basic operating mode can
seen as Figure 2. Instead of totally depend on the central node, the nodes of
semi-centralized mode can distributed communicate automatically in some way
but it still remain the central node for other functions. The semi-centralized
mode could achieve P2P messaging, and the system has decentralized storage
sharing.
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Semi-centralized implementation is common achieved by block chain, the
mechanism is that the platform offers block buildings to achieve data messaging
and handle the events in a reliable and distributed way. The White Bitcoin is the
most famous one. Semi-centralized mode somehow avoid the problem of bottlenecks but it's structure could be more complicated. IBM' s project, Adept is
try to use semi-centralized mode to implement the Internet-of-Things.

Figure 2 Semi-centralized mode platform
•

Fully distributed platform

Fully distributed mode is another solution for IoT. All devices are fair and equal
in the system. The basic operating mode can be seen as Figure 3. Distributed
mode enables P2P messaging, and each node could handle all the events and
messages. The distributed mode completely avoid central node bottleneck problem and enable the platform more scalability while it also bring the problem of
security and limit the platform's computing complexity.

Figure 3 Fully distributed platform
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Fully distributed mode is common achieved by DHTs and the nodes could
could be organized by net or chord. There are already some exist platforms,
such as SensibleThings, MediaSense.
2.2.2

The measurement and standard of choosing IoT platforms
Now there are various kinds of IoT platforms in market, offering users a lot of
choices. The measurement and standard of choosing an IoT platform is worthy
of discussing. According to an online survey based on the results of google
search engine, top 5 key standards can be seen as follow[8]:
Integrity
The ability for platform to complete IoT solutions. Device management, message management and other basic function of IoT platform is of vital importance. Besides, convenience to access to analysis, storage, dashboard and other
external function is also important for the user, because it will simplified the development.
Security
The security is the most concerned factor besides the integrity. Data security, infrastructure security, storage security, device security and every parts of IoT solution's security guarantee is very important for users.
Scalability
The scalability can cover many aspects, not only the capability of device scalability and the geography scalability, but also includes the lightweight and flexibility of the platform and so on. A lightweight of platform enables devices with
different hardware and category can easily join in. A flexibility of platform can
fit different scenarios and changing requirements of the user.
Openness
More than open source, the openness of platform, which means it can not only
supply the tools within the platform but also offer the access to the the tools and
service that the user need. The communication between devices, between device and platform, and even the integration of different platforms should all
bring into consideration.
Cost
The cost of the platform is both important for enterprise level and the individual
level. Include the cost of bill and the cost of the maintenance of the devices.

6
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2.3

The SensibleThings platform
The SensibleThings platform is a fully distributed mode system developed by
Mid Sweden University. For this project, I would bring SensibleThings platform into deep learning.

2.3.1

SensibleThings Architecture
According to the documentation, there are five layers of the SensibleThings
platform. The architecture can be seen as follow Figure 4:

Figure 4 The SensibleThings platform architecture
Interface layer
Interface layer provides the general API for the developers to make sensor and
actuator have access to the platform.
Sensor and actuator layer
The sensor and actuator layer is where the sensors and actuators lie, generate
the message, send the message to the platform place. The message is sent by
specific network protocol which can transformed into common protocol by
gateway. It also has the abstraction component to give nodes a standard to communicate with each other.
Add-in layer
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Add-in layer is the place the developer write the function to complete the function of the requirement of the scenario. And the function only loaded when it
need to. Thus reduce the work of sensor and actuator, and also make the platform lightweight.
Dissemination layer
Dissemination layer is where the entire platform exchanges data. It's also the
layer before the data connect to the Internet, just like the hub. The data is sent,
received, exchanged at the dissemination core. The messaging could be bidirectional. It also has look up service as an important component. The scalable and
reliable look up service is achieved by Distributed Hash Table, which enable the
nodes could join in fast with at least logarithmic and get the most current messages.
Networking layer
Networking layer enable the package from the nodes send in IPv4 or Ipv6 network, regardless of what kind of the infrastructure network of the nodes based
on and where the nodes located, behind the firewall or outside in public Internet.
2.3.2

SensibleThings work mode
The SensibleThings platform work mode can be divided to 2 parts.
Make connection
There are three steps to make connection: 1. Source node register to the bootstrap node with UCI. 2. Sink node send resolve request to the boostrap node
with UCI. 3. The bootstrap node return the address of the Source node by the
resolveResponce(), then the connection have been made. The connection detail
can be seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5 Nodes of the SensibleThings platform make connection
Make communication
8
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There are four steps to make communication: 1. Sink node send the request
get(). 2. From the Source node side, the function getEvent() is called. 3. Sink
node send the message with notify(). 4. From the Sink node side, the function
getResponce() is called. Thus make a successfully Source to Sink node's communication. The connection detail can be seen in Figure 6.

Figure 6 Nodes of the SensibleThings platform make communication

2.4

Microsoft Azure IoT platform
Microsoft Azure is a cloud computing system of Microsoft Corporation. Azure
provides a cloud-based centralized IoT platform with the consumption “pay as
you go”. The Internet-of-Things is just one of the cloud services that Azure provides, besides, it also provides cloud computing, storage, data analysis, networking and so on. These can be seen in Figure 7.

Figure 7 Service of Microsoft Azure
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2.4.1

Microsoft Azure architecture
According to the documentation[9], the architecture of Microsoft Azure solution has three parts, which can be seen as follow Figure 8:

Figure 8 Architecture of Microsoft Azure IoT platform
Device connectivity
In device connectivity layers, Ip-capable devices directly connect to the cloud
gateway, or through a intermediate gateway, thus ensure the devices security.
The bidirectional messages are being sent and received between the devices and
cloud gateway.
Data processing and analysis
At the data processing and analysis layer, the event handling and messages delivery is managed at the cloud back-end. The data could be organized, managed
and analyzed using the services provided by Azure.
Presentation
The presentation layer provided the dash table which shows a vivid graphical
interfaces of the data or the result of data analysis. The presentation layer is also
an interface for the user to make control of the devices, the solution and the entire IoT platform in a more convenient and simple way. The IoT back-end solution result could be joint with the existing business model together in presentation layer.
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2.4.2

Microsoft Azure IoT services
There are three of technology options for Microsoft Azure to achieve IoT solution. IoT hub, IoT Event Hub and IoT Suite. One or more than one of them
should be chosen according to the scenario requirement.

Figure 9 Three options of Microsoft Azure IoT solutions
Azure IoT Hub
The main role of Azure cloud hub is IoT hub, which enables bidirectional, reliable messaging with huge amount of device connected[10]. Each device has
their own unique ID and key to connect to the IoT hub. Like a centralized node,
IoT hub can make control of millions of connected devices and also monitor device-to-cloud message and cloud-to-device message. Most of the popular systems and languages' Azure IoT device SDKs can be used in IoT hub solution.
Azure Event Hub
The service the IoT Event provide is somehow similar to the Azure IoT hub, but
not the same. Azure Even hub enable the event with large scale of data or millions of events be delivered and ingested to the cloud reliably and safety. There
are 3 components or Azure Event Hub, event publisher, event hub, and event
consumer. Azure Event Hub provides message stream handling capability, and
it is focus on the Event uploading the workflow scale.
IoT Suite
IoT suite provide a suite of relevant cloud services pre-configured, which can
be the IoT solutions for most common scenarios, not only being the cloud hub.
The simple structure of IoT Suite can be seen as below Figure 10:
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Figure 10 Structure of IoT Suite
IoT Suite can not only address IoT solution like data delivering, back-end controlling, but also offer the suite: data stream analyzing, big data storage, dash
board where visualized the data and offer the interface for the user to control
devices and platform in graphical interface. The basic two pre-configured solutions are remote monitoring and predictive maintenance. For remote monitoring
example, the platform connects several temperature sensors and using the
stream analysis of data to change the setting of the air-condition. For predictive
maintenance example, the platform connect several detection sensors on the ferry to get the data to analysis the parameter of each part of the engine to judge if
everything goes well. The pre-configured solution can customized by the developer.
Comparison of three IoT services
IoT Suite solution could use various Azure's could service, including IoT hub or
Event Hub, even both. And the difference between IoT hub and Event Hub is
that can be seen as Table 1[11]. They have their own characteristics and advantages, many scenarios IoT hub is used for handling the data messaging and
Event Hub is handing the events ingress.
For our project, IoT hub is choose as the representative of centralized system to
learn. The implementation can be seen in chapter 4.
Area

IoT Hub

Event Hub

Focus

Scale of connected devices

Scale of sending and receiving
events

Message

Enable C2D
messaging

Device
protocol

AMQP,
AMQP
over AMQP,
AMQP
over
WebSockets, MQTT, HTTP/1 WebSockets, MQTT, HTTP/1
and Azure IoT Protocol
Gateway

and

D2C Enable D2C ingress messaging

Table 1 Comparison of IoT Hub and Event Hub
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3

Methodology
To achieve the concrete goals derived from the problem, we use different
methods for each goal step by step.

3.1

Learn the IoT and choose platforms
The first goal is to learn what is Internet-of-Things and select the suitable
specific platforms. By searching on the Internet to get relative knowledge of
IoT, I will learn about the IoT platform three different modes and choose two
different platforms according to the requirement. The Internet-of-Things is
introduced in chapter 1 and the structure of IoT platform is introduced in
chapter 2. For this project, SensibleThings is a representative of fully
distributed IoT platform and Microsoft Azure is a representative of centralized
IoT platform. I will choose IoT hub to compared with the SensibleThings.

3.2

Set up environment and connect devices
The second goal is to set up the environment ready for the test. Tutorial can be
found the on each platform's website. Learn the architecture of two different
platforms and how the nodes' communication organized. Set up the
environment and running the program to connect the devices to the platforms
according to the tutorial.
For Microsoft Azure, Microsoft.NET Framework 4.6 SDK should be installed. I
choose C# to write the code, thus Microsoft.Azure.Devices packet should be
download and installed. To connect the devices, the first step is using Microsoft
account to create an IoT hub, choose the closest data center. Second, writing
code to connect to Microsoft Azure IoT hub and generate the unique key for
each device. Then write the windows console app sending device-to-cloud
message and receiving cloud-to-device message at device side, and receiving
device-to-cloud messages and sending could-to-device message at cloud side.
For SensibleThings, Java JDK 1.8 and also the library SensibleThingsBeta 6th
version should be installed on each devices. To connect the device, I write java
code at the source node side and sink node side. Source node registers to the
bootstrap node and sink node resolves it to make connection. Then nodes make
communication via various methods that the library provided.

3.3

Build scenarios to make quantitative comparisons
The third goal is using the performance testing to make a quantitative
comparison of two platforms. To test performance, I build two scenarios, First
scenario is messages sending speed is adding up and second scenario is the
nodes locate in different location. Test and record the result of two platform's
performance in these two scenarios.
13
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Two scenarios use round-trip-time to measure the performance of different
platforms. The sending speed is controlled by thread's sleep() method. And the
location comparison is made up by two parts: different distance comparison and
different network comparison, that is, long distance and short distance between
nodes' comparison and nodes locate in local network and public network's
comparison.

3.4

Make general comparison and draw conclusion
The forth goal is making general comparison of two platforms. The general
comparison would focus on security, utilization and the cost. For the security,
validation, throttling, Internet protocol types would bring into consideration.
Utilization aspect would contain node's requirement, node's storage and device
maintenance. For the cost, I would look up their documentation and throttling
details. Combined with previous quantitative comparison, I can determine each
platforms´ best-fitting situations making summary about the advantages and
disadvantages of two platforms, and discuss the proposed future work.
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4

Implementation
Known from previous chapters, the Internet-of-Things aims to connect the
devices together and enable them to make reliable and bidirectional
communication. The Figure 11 shows the basic principle of work. The node can
also be known as device. Every node has its IP address. This chapter would
introduce the practical implementation of chapter 3.

Figure 11 Basic principle of work

4.1

Node
The node is limited device which works with Internet connection. In practical
situation, The device model can be diverse and optional according to the requirement of different scenarios.
In this project, we assume that all nodes are equal and entirely fair. Every node
can send and receive the data from the platform and handle the data, generate
different kinds of message, be run on different devices. It can be a lap top, computer or Raspberry Pi. It can be also be real or simulated for test.

4.2

Message
In practical, the message should be generated according to the needs of different
scenarios. For two platforms, all the messages has the same structure but with
the different random numbers.
To make the comparison, the message is designed as Figure 12:

Figure 12 Message format
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“ deviceID”: every nodes of one platform should have their unique ID to inform the platform.
“ messagenumber”: for testing, the node may generate a lot of messages and
we give them sequence number ordered by the time they were generated. It
makes convenient for observing the nodes' sending and receiving order and help
to check if every message finish their trip without being refused or abandoned
by the platform.
“time”: The message wrapped time, also can be called sending time stamp.
“ randomnumber”: To ensure the message is different except for the time
stamp, we add a randomnumber to simulated the practical message, like a temperature sensor, it sends message contains the real-time temperature. The number is a random number between 50 and 100( include 50 but not 100).

4.3

Platform1: Microsoft Azure
We first choose Microsoft Azure the Internet-of Things services to achieve the
implementation. As mentioned in chapter 2,
For this project, following the methodology in chapter 3, we can choose IoT
hub to help us to achieve the IoT solution. The basic simplified structure of
Microsoft Azure IoT solution can be seen as Figure 13.

Figure 13 Structure of Microsoft Azure IoT solution
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The node can be IP-capable device, sending and receiving the messages through
IoT protocol gateway to the cloud side. IoT hub works at cloud side to ensure
reliable and secure bi-directional communications between the back-end and
devices[12]. We also write the code to process messages at back-end side. All
the implementation code is written in C#.
4.3.1

Microsoft Azure IoT hub
Following the Theory of chapter2, the first step is using the Microsoft azure account to create an IoT hub in Azure portal. By selecting location as northern Europe, the data center is in Dublin. The IoT hub on dash board can be seen in
Figure 14.

Figure 14 IoT hub on dash board
When the hub is successfully created, some necessary information of IoT hub
can be reached:
Host name and public IP address
Joanna.azure-devices.net, IP address is 40.127.132.17, which is dynamic by
default, it will stay the same until the resources are shutdown or deallocated[13]. Each supported protocol, though transports tokens in different
ways, but they all need the host name.
IoT hub access permission
Registry write, service connect and device connect, IoT hub uses these permissions to control the access to the cloud back-end. Shared access key contains
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the connection string. If you regenerate the shared access key, all registered device's ID is not available any more.
4.3.2

Device identity
IoT hub ensure the security by device identity confirmation. For each device, a
pair of specific proven ID and key is necessary to connect to IoT hub. An windows console app which is written in C# is used to generate the identity device
ID and key, by using method registryManager.GetDeviceAsync(deviceId)
My first deivce ID is “device2”, the device key is “be/P27vJdFDwHoIrvJQd·mRGGxMPPPVh1TFk7k3lZLuY= ” The device IDs and keys are stored at IoT
hub as a security credentials to ensure access to hub[14]. One IoT hub can allow
millions of device register, which is different from the Event hub[15].
In this way, we can register many devices. The number of device shows on the
Azure portal.

4.3.3

Device-to-cloud message
Device-to-cloud message, also called D2C messages, are sent from devices and
received from the IoT hub.
Sending D2C message
We send the device-to-cloud messages from the node side. The device connects
to IoT hub section by sending the IoT hub name and the device key. My IoT
hub name is "Joanna.azure-devices.net"
After wrapping the message content in a JSON-serialized object, we send the
message by function SendEventAsync()
Reading D2C message
As mentioned in chapter 2, “IoT hub exposes an Event hubs-compatible endpoint”. AMQP protocol is always used to read the D2C message. IoT hub side
uses EventHubReceiver instance to implement the function.
Setting and limitation
The retention time, the time D2C message saved in IoT hub, is normally 1 day,
And the number of partitions for D2C event ingestion is usually 4 [15]. These
can be set at Azure portal monitoring settings part.
D2C message sending size can be 256K at most[15]. Messages can also be send
by batches, batched size can be 256K at most, consisted of 500 messages at
most.
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4.3.4

Cloud-to-device message
Cloud-to-device message, also called C2D message, is generated by the cloud
back-end and received by devices.
Sending C2D message
The code in cloud back-end side also used Windows console app written by C#
to send the C2D messages. ServerClient instance is used to send C2D message.
Class SendCloudToDeviceMessageAsync() implements the sending function.
As mentioned in chapter 2, there are several states of a message life cycle. The
cloud side could ask for feedback of each sending message. DeliveryAcknowledgement.Full means the feedback is generated by IoT hub when the message
is competed or dead-lettered.
To call the method, SendCloudToDeviceMessageAsync().Wait() is used to start
the function.
Receiving C2D message
For the convenience of testing about round-trip-time, The same node is chosen
to send D2C messages and receive C2D messages. AMQP protocol is chosen at
the device side aim to pushing the message efficiently rather than choosing
HTTP/1. After creating EventHubClient instance, ReceiveMessagesFromDeviceAsyn() method is used to implement receiving C2D messages from the
node side. If the message is null, the node waits until the program is stopped.
After timeout period, if the IoT hub didn't receive the message, the eventData
would be set null. The hub would continue waiting for the message, so the code
set continue when the eventData is null. The method ReceiveMessagesFromDeviceAsync(partition) is called to receive message from each partition of IoT
hub (for the project is 4).
Setting and limitation
The retention time is set to be 1 days, And the number of partitions for D2C
event ingestion is also 4.
C2D message sending size can be 64K at most[15] and the it maximum time-tolive is 2 days. The maximum delivery count for C2D and feedback messages is
100, which is different from D2C messages.

4.4

Platform2: SensibleThings
SensibleThings platform, a totally distributed platform, is quite different from
Microsoft Azure. Though implementation method is different, the condition and
the result should be as same as possible in order to make a fair comparison.
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SensibleThings IoT solution could be seen as Figure 15:

Figure 15 SensibleThings IoT solution
The entities ring construct the nodes together, just like a chord DHT. The nodes
should be IP-capable device which can run the code, like computer, a mobile
phone, a set-top-box and so on. Every node has it's own universal context identity. Every node is quite fair to join, register, leave the ring and resolve the UCI.
The code is written in java. The node is quite equal but we have a bootstrap
node to lead it to make it easier for nodes joining in the chord. The implementation is introduced by the Source node part and Sink node part.
From the code level, only write code of interface level is able to achieve the
goal in this project. Application developers can also have the single entry of all
the available functionalities by using this generic API of the SensibleThings
platform.
4.4.1

Source nodes
Register and publishing UCI following UCI standard format:
"name@miun.se/sensor". After creating a SensibleThingsPlatfrom object platform, platform.register(UCI) method is used to register with the parameter
UCI, to inform the whole DHT the UCI is belong to which nodes.
Sending message. The thread the created to continue sending receiving the message. From the Source side, platform.notify() method is used to send the message with the parameter source node, source node's UCI and the message. The
message content is a string. We use the thread to run the method and use
Thread.sleep(time) method to control the speed of sending message.
Receiving feedback. From the Source side, platform.getResponse() method is
used to receive message and in this project is to receive the feedback with parameter UCI, message and the node that message is coming from. The calculation of round-trip-time is also achieved in this method.
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4.4.2

Sink nodes
Resolve source node's UCIs and the the bootstrap UCI. From the code level, after creating a SensibleThingsPlatfrom object platform, platform.relove(UCI)
method is used to resolve the parameter UCI and call the function resolveResponce(). From the platform level, the UCI would look up in DHT, the UCI
would be translated into node address. If the look up service failed in finding
the existing UCI, it would fired and bootstrap would always run "bootstrap@miun.se/random" to test against.
Get the value from the node. The function platform.get() is called in
resolveResponce(UCI, node). The get() funtion ask the node with the resolved
UCI to return back the newest value. This would call the source node to run
getEvent() method.
Send the feedback back when finish getting the newest value from the nodes.
GetResponse() method with the parameter UCI, message and the node, would
be called as a responce to the get() function. It can read the message which is
notifed by the node with specific UCI. For this project, to follow the principles
of control variables, the same message is send back to source node by
platform.notify(). In similar way, the source node would also called the
getResponce(UCI,value,node) method to receive the feedback.

4.5

Scenarios
To make a quantitative comparison of performance, two scenarios are built. I
use the round-trip-time to record latency of the messaging. Message content and
structure have been introduced in 4.1. Follow the principles of control variables,
the scenarios are built in same or similar environment as much as possible.

4.5.1

Scenario1
The first scenario is built to test two platforms' performance when messages
sending speed is adding up.
Microsoft Azure
For the code level, the node's message sending speed is controlled by Thread.Sleep() method with the parameter sleeping time, from the cloud back-end,
when it receives the message from the node, it sends back the same message as
feedback immediately. When the node gets the feedback, it records the time
tamps then calculates the round-trip-time and print on the screen. The principle
of RTT in IoT hub can be seen as Figure 16:
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Figure 16 The principle of calculating RTT in IoT hub
And the output format of node side can be seen as Figure 17:

Figure 17 Output of nodes in IoT hub
The output of cloud back-end side can be seen as Figure 18:

Figure 18 Output of cloud back-end side in IoT hub

SensibleThings
For the code level, when the sending speed is also controlled by Thread.sleep()
with the parameter sleeping time in java. For the sink node, when it receive the
message by getResponse() method, platform.notify() would be called to send
the same message back as a feedback. For the source node, when using getRe22
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sponse() to get the feedback, it record the time stamps and then calculate the
round-trip-time and print on the screen. The principle of RTT in SensibleThings
can be seen as Figure 19.

Figure 19 The principle of RTT in SensibleThings

When setting the sleep time as 20000 milliseconds, the output of sink node can
be seen in Figure 20 :

Figure 20 Output of source node side in SensibleThings
The output of the sink node can be seen as Figure 21:

Figure 21 Output of sink node side in SensibleThings
4.5.2

Scenario2
The second scenario is to build to test platform's performance when the nodes
locates in different locations.
Microsoft Azure
Because every device make communication via IoT hub, so distance difference
is caused by the distance of IoT hub and the devices. So I set the nodes in Sweden and in China, while the IoT hub locates in Dublin.
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SensibleThings
I set the node1 in school's network and three other nodes. Node2 in same network( in LAN with nodes one), Node3 in home ( with public IP in Sweden) and
Node4 in China( with public IP in China).
Compared Node1+Node2 with Node1 + Node3, I can get the difference between the communication within LAN and in public.
Compared Node1+Node2 with Node1+ Node 4, I can get the difference between the communication in short and long distance.
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5

Results
For two different structure platforms, the comparison should be made in
different aspects such as performance, security, utilization, the cost and so on.
Necessary scenarios are made to making analysis based on the data collected by
the experiment, and drawing final conclusion.

5.1

Quantitative comparison
Quantitative comparison is made for test the performance of platforms in two
scenarios which can be seen in 4.5.

5.1.1

Scenario1
The first scenario is to test the scalability of the platform when the speed of
sending message is adding up. It hard to get the exact frequency that the platform can hold, so I just speeding up the messaging and see the changing of the
platform. I use the the round-trip-time to record, which represent the time span
from one node sending the messages to another one, and receiving the message
from that node.
I test more than 800 messages at one time, each message has its own sequence
number in case of massage loss. The result of SensibleThings can be seen as
Figure 22, the x-axis is the message number and the y-axis is the RTT. :
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Figure 22 SensibleThings nodes' RTT with different message sending speed
The title means the sending interval(ms). The x-axis means the node's number
and y-axis means RTT. From the result, we can get the message as follow:
1. When message sending frequency is 1- 2 times a second, the RTT is stable.
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2. When sending frequency is 2- 4 times a second, the RTT is concentrates
in two lines, but I still consider it is stable.
3. When the sending frequency is more than 20 times a second, RTT starts
to shake and become unstable.
4. When the sending frequency is more than 25 times a second, RTT is irregular. I consider the platform is not suitable to use in this situation.
5. When the sending speed is more quicker, the time continuously increases.
Then, I tried to find what is the reason cause the increasing problem. I observe
the RTT when the sending interval is set to 10 ms, the result can be seen as
Figure 23, the x-axis is the message number and the y-axis is the RTT.

Figure 23 SensibleThings nodes' RTT with sending interval 10ms
What I get from the picture is that:
1. The RTT trend is increasing by time.
2. The node's shape is ladder pattern. The messages seem like be sent by
group, one group has almost the same RTT.
The result may caused by SensibleThings platform, it doesn't deliver the package if the sending speed is too fast, and put the package into a queue, and after
some time send it together, that's why the group of RTT formed. More and more
message comes and stayed in the queue waiting to be sent, that's why the RTT
is increasing by the time.
I draw the trend of the RTT changes when the pace speeding up which can be
seen as Figure 24, the x-axis is the sending interval and the y-axis is the RTT.
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Figure 24 the Trend of RTT when pace speeding up
After the sending speed is quicker than 10 times a second, the trend line is decreasing and when the speed is quicker than the 20 times a second, it increases
rapidly. Which proved what we discuss before that the SensibleThings platform
resend the package when the sending speed too fast.
The conclusion of SensibleThings in scenario 1 can draws as follow:
1. SensibleThings platform performs well when sending interval is longer
than 250ms ( 4 times a second ).
2. SensibleThings platform is considered not reliable to send the message
with sending interval less than 50ms (20 times a second).
3. SensibleThings platform may put the packet into the queue and resend
them. So if the sending rate is too fast, there would be a huge latency
caused by queue.
For Microsoft Azure, I tried to do the same experiment. Use the round-trip-time
to record, and changing the time of the sending interval. For Microsoft Azure, I
use 50 messages to find the trend. The result can be seen as Figure 25:
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Figure 25 IoT hub nodes' RTT with different message sending speed
From the Figure 25, of which the x-axis is the message number and the
y-axis is the RTT, we can get that:
1. The first message's is always around 4700 ms and is much longer than
other nodes.
2. When sending interval longer than 250ms, the Azure IoT hub performance is quite stable.
3. Before the sending speed reach 100 times a second, the performance is
stable but the RTT is increasing as the speed go faster.
4. When the sending interval less than 10 ms, the RTT goes up with the
time, it's not reliable, but bad performance.
To discover the reason why the trend in the Figure 25 rises up when
sending speed becomes faster, I do another experiment. I use two time
stamps, r1 is the sending time of device, and r2 is the receiving time of
the could and r3 is the sending time of cloud and r4 is the receiving time
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of the device. Then I can calculate the time of sending and receiving
messages. The result can be seen as Figure 26 ( the x-axis is the message
number and the y-axis is the RTT):

Figure 26 IoT hub message go and back time when send interval is 10 and 1000
Compared with sending interval 10ms and 1000ms, when sending speed add
up, both go and back time increase and especially the go time. It's because of
some speed limitation of Microsoft Azure IoT hub.
I search their documentation and found that Microsoft Azure IoT hub use throttling limits on IoT hub in case of Denial of Service attacks on the service. My
account for Azure IoT hub is S1 edition. It has a throttles that for device connection is 12/sec/unit, for D2C sends is 12/sec/unit, and for C2D sends and receives is 100/min/unit. And this is only the throttling, in face it has a looser limitation to give users a wiggle room. For S1 there at most 100 messages per second, when sending interval is less than 10, the RTT is not reliable. And from
sending interval less than 100 times a second, the throttle starts and influence
the cloud side receiving pace.
I draw the trend of the RTT changes with the pace speeding up, seen as Figure
27.

Figure 27 The trend of RTT and STDEV of IoT hub when sending speed adds
up
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So the conclusion of Microsoft Azure in scenario 1 can be drawn as follow:
1. The first node is for Connection, so both the first go and back messages
need longer time.
2. Before the message sending speed reach 10 times a second, the platform
performs well.
3. When the message sending speed faster than 10 times a second, the platform's throttling starts and limit the cloud side receiving D2C message's
speed, thus the time become longer.
4. When the message sending speed faster than 100 times a second, the
platform performance is bad and RTT is not reliable
If we want to more scalability on the message sending rate of Microsoft Azure
platform, more units or S2 edition can be bought. And even contact with
Microsoft Support to increase the limit. Microsoft has temporary cap to avoid
the DoS attacks in local to protect a single hub.
For S1 edition, IoT hub can handle 400000 messages per day, S2 edition, IoT
hub can handle 6000000 messages per day. For S1 edition, D2C can be
12/sec/unit and for S2 edition. D2C can be 120/sec/unit.

Figure 28 Comparison of ST and MS IoT hub's RTT when sending speed adds
up
The trend of two platform's performance have been drawn together to made a
comparison, the result can be seen at Figure 28 ( the x-axis is the sending
interval and the y-axis is the RTT). Compared the two platform together, we can
get the conclusions of scenario 1:
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1. Microsoft Azure IoT hub S1 edition's RTT and STDEV is higher than
SensibleThings, which means the SensibleThings is more stable, and
has a better performance when the the message sending speed is high.
2. Microsoft Azure platform's performance is become worse when the
sending speed is more than 10 times a second, because of the throttling.
IoT hub S1 edition limits the sending speed at 100 time a second per
unit.
3. SensibleThings platform's performance is become worse when the sending speed is more than 25 times a second. When the sending rate faster
than 25 times a send, SensibleThings platform's RTT is continues increasing because of the queue of packet.
4. We cannot say that SensibleThings has better scalability than Microsoft
Azure. Because the throttling and limitation of S1 edition. If the users
need more scalability in sending rate, more units or S2 editions can be
bought even contact to Microsoft Support to increase the limit[16].
5.1.2

Scenario2
Network latency is one irrelevant factor influences the result in seanrio1. This
scenario would test the nodes performance in different locations.
There is a mechanism in SensibleThings that if the nodes all behind the NAT
and push the data, SensibleThings uses a proxy out of the NAT to deliver the
messages. In most cases, the nodes all lie in public network, but there also cases
that the nodes lie in LAN and need to push the data through NAT router. If it
would cause the latency. The project should bring all the situations into consideration.

Figure 29 Test mode for SensibleThings in senario2
For testing SensibleThings, The source nodes were set in 3 places, one in
Miun's network, one in a normal Sweden network and one is in China. The sink
node is lay in Miun's network. For the nodes inside the Miun network, which
means they are in same LAN, they should deliver the message through the
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proxy, which may cause extra latency and bring the bottleneck problem. For the
node lie in Sweden network and China, they have different network latency, this
two can be compared to detect the influence of the network latency. The testing
mode can be seen as Figure 29.
And the result for Round-trip-time (message from the source node connect to
the sink node then send back) can be get. I make two comparison here:
The first comparison is compared with the nodes in China and at home,while
the sink node is in school. They have public IP. And have the same sending
speed of 1times a second, which considered to be good for the platform in
previous scenario. The result can be seen as Figure 30 ( the x-axis is the
message number and the y-axis is the RTT).

Figure 30 RTT of nodes communication in public network with different distance
We can understand from the result that:
1. Network latency do has a huge influence on the performance. The node
which is more far away has longer RTT.
2. For the location in China, which is more far away from the sink node,
the result is unstable and strange. It may because the network put the
packet in a queue and send them together or it is because SensibleThings platform use RUDP which is not reliable enough.
The second comparison is to compared with the nodes at home and in school,
while the sink node is in school. The nodes is school's communication is in
LAN and they need a proxy to be a tunnel. And the communication between the
nodes in school and at home is through public IP. Both of them send the
messages at the speed of 1 times a second. The result can be seen as Figure
31( the x-axis is the message number and the y-axis is the RTT).
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Figure 31 RTT of ST nodes communication in public network and local
network
We can learn from the result that:
1. Though in school the distance is closer than home, the communication
with the node at home has shorter latency. That maybe caused by the
each message should be sent to the proxy first.
2. While the school's communication has longer RTT, it is more stable than
the communication with the node at home. That maybe caused by the
distance, the packet should be be send through more router and the network latency affects the result.
When connecting to the same sink node in school, the round-trip-time is different, so we can conclude that the latency is relevant to the distance and the network environment.
1 N ti
Rlantency  
N i 1 RTT i
Formula 1
To get rid of the distance factor's influencing, the formula1[17] is used, where i
is each peer of total peers N, and ti is the round-trip-time get from the experiment and the RTT is the ideal round-trip-time get by Ping. The ideal round-triptime is shown in the Table 2:
Device location

IP

Ideal RTT(ms)

Miun

10.250.111.26

9

My home

83.166.25.254

25
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Pi in China

115.29.114.202

341

Table 2 IP address and ideal RTT of different Source nodes
After divide the ideal round-trip-time, the result can be seen in the figure 32
( the x-axis is the message number and the y-axis is the RTT).

Figure 32 The transformed results of SensibleThings node in senario2
The result shows that the home and school difference become bigger after exclude the influence of the distance. And the proxy doesn't affect too much in
this experiment.
Then I can draw the conclusion of ST in senario2 that:
1. The distance affects the performance of the SensibleThings platform.
The longer the distance is, the less stable and unreliable the communication could be. This can also said to be influenced by the network latency.
2. The nodes in local network or public network is also the reason influences the performance. The SensibleThings platform needs a proxy to
be the tunnel for the node in local network to communicate.
For testing the Microsoft platform, I set the nodes at home and in China, record
their round-trip time, and compare them to discover the influence of distance
for Microsoft Azure.
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Figure 33 Test mode for IoT hub in senario2
The result of the test can be seen in Figure 34 ( the x-axis is the message
number and the y-axis is the RTT):

Figure 34 RTT of MS nodes communication with difference distance
While the IoT hub IP refuses to PING, I use trace route to estimate the ideal
round-trip-time. The result is almost the same from Sweden to the hub IP and
the Chinese device to the hub IP. We can get from the result that the distance is
not affect much to the Microsoft Azure's performance. But with the distance increasing, the round-trip-time is increasing also. So we can say that the
Microsoft Azure is more stable than SensibleThings on the aspects of the distance scalability.
Besides that, Microsoft Azure has 24 regions around the world. Users in different region can choose the closest data center. For Northern Europe the data center is located in Dublin. Compared to SensibleThings' server only locates in one
area, Microsoft Azure has better geographic expansion.
The comparison of the distance and networking influence can be seen as the
follow Table 3:
Influence
Factors

SensibleThings performance

Distance
nodes

of Influence a lot. The nodes only
need to connect to the
bootstrap in Sweden for
register. Then the
communication is made
between two peers.

Not has big influence. Every
node should connect to the
IoT hubs with 24 choices all
over the world

Location

of When using Ipv4, if the ins-

By using the C/S mode
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nodes

LAN nodes communicate with network, There is no
each other, proxy is used as a problem with local network.
tunnel.

Network
protocol

Use RUDP, connect to
bootstrap when registering
UCI, which is more quick

Use TCP, connect to the IoT
hub every time, which is
slower but more reliable

Table 3 The comparison of the distance and networking influence

5.2

General comparison
General comparison of two IoT platform are made in security, utilization, cost
and other aspects.

5.2.1

Security
The security can be draw into different levels.
Device validation
Microsoft Azure needs the validation of every device, which contains a unique
ID and key. The key is generated by the IoT hub. Each token can be used for
one device at a time. Before the connection the device need to use the token
register to IoT hub while SensibleThings registering and resolving by UCI with
no safety verification.
Network protocol
From the device authentication level, IoT hub support the protocol like AMQP,
MQTT and HTTP which can be chosen by the user. To change the protocol, the
user switching different name-spaces and download different Nuget packets.
Each of these protocols use different ways to transport with the validation token. The most common one to use is AMQP. AMQP is a reliable, interoperability, open, and security protocol developed by TCP.
SensibleThings use TCP at the public network and RUDP in local network.
RUDP is not a reliable and security protocol to use although it's more faster
than TCP. SensibleThings uses SSL protocol when the package was delivered
from the local network to the proxy which lies in public network. This guarantee the security of the message, but only in this section of messaging.
So in protocol level,the SensibleThings platform has lower security than
Microsoft Azure IoT hub.
Throttling protection
Microsoft has a strict throttling mechanism to protect the platform from Denial
of Service attacks. If the user wants to increase the limits, it could buy more
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unit or upgrade with higher edition. And he even can contact Microsoft Support
to get the higher requirement, Microsoft has some cap in local to protect one
IoT hub from DoS attack.
SensibleThings platform doesn't has the throttling mechanism, when the messaging push to the platform too quickly or there are too many nodes join, the
platform may lose packet or even broken.
To summary, the Comparison of SensibleThings and Microsoft Azure IoT hub
in Security can be drew as Table 4.
SensibleThings

Microsoft Azure

Validation
Security

Almost no security validation
provided. The register process
just need the Source node's
UCI to register and Sink node
resolve is in same way.

The security token generate by
IoT hub, it contains unique ID
and key. Every connection
should validate token. The user
can check and break the device
connection from the dash board
at anytime.

Protocol
type

RUDP ，which is fast but not Each
supported
protocol
safe enough. Only when local (AMQP, MQTT and HTTP),
node send package through the transports with tokens
NAT to the public node uses
SSL, which is a safe protocol.

Throttling

No throttling limits, the Strict throttling limits, protect
platform drops packets or even IoT hub and the service be
can be broken when messages attack by DoS
or nodes over burden
Table 4 Comparison of SensibleThings and Microsoft Azure IoT hub in security
5.2.2

Utilization
To make a quantitative comparison, utilization should also take into consideration. A ideal lightweight platform should take part less device utilization, like
the CPU, the storage and need less maintenance. Thus the requirement for the
device could be simple, more device can become the node to join in the Internet-of-Things.
Node's requirement
For SensibleThings, add-in layer's function is loaded only when necessary. Thus
reduce the requirement of the nodes and thus make the platform more light, But
P2P structure still has some drawback in utilization. Because all the computing
and the management of the data is in local, thus somehow increases the node's
requirement.
For Microsoft Azure, node's requirement is lower cause the computing is accomplished on the cloud, IoT hub or the Cloud back-end, the nodes only need
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to connect to the IoT hub and make the communication. So it would take less
CPU.
Node's Storage
The SensibleThings node storage is in local, the node's properties of storage
could be a bottleneck. So the requirement of the node storage is high compared
to Azure.
For Microsoft Azure IoT hub, there is no local storage, IoT can store the message in a queue temporarily while the cloud service offer the reliable storage
Azure Blobs and Event Hubs. So it need less storage requirement of single
nodes.
Device maintenance
For SensibleThings, P2P mode avoid one point failure problem, so the Device
maintenance is not very strict for each node. But if there is one point broken,
the storage in this node and even the computing method would also broken.
For Microsoft Azure, there need big maintenance for the server, like the IoT
hub and the cloud service. If the IoT hub is broken, the whole system is entirely
broken cost the big lose of users. If the device is broken, the message is on the
cloud so it won't be disappear.
The comparison of SensibleThings and Microsoft Azure IoT hub in utilization
can be seen as Table5 :
Utilization

SensibleThings

Microsoft Azure

Node's
The
computing
is
requirement accomplished in each node's
local, thus increases the
requirement of node's CPU and
disk read/write speed.

Node
storage

The computing is accomplished
on the cloud, IoT hub or the
Cloud back-end, the nodes only
need to connect to the IoT hub
and make the communication.
So it would take less CPU.

The node storage is in local, so There is no local storage,
there is a limitation, it's depend storage can be in IoT hub
on the node's properties.
temporarily or using the cloud
service such as reliable storage
Azure Blobs and Event Hubs.

Device
P2P mode makes device
maintenanc maintenance not very strict for
e
single node.
If there is one point broken, the
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storage in this node and even whole system is entirely broken.
the computing method would If the device broken, the
also broken.
message is on the cloud so it
won't be disappear.
Table 5 The comparison of SensibleThings and Microsoft Azure IoT hub in utilization
5.2.3

Cost
For SensibleThings platform, the platform is open source and free to use. This
is a big advantages for SensibleThings.
Edition Type

Price(/ month )

Total number of Message
messages/ day
size

Free

Free

8000

0.5KB

S1

393.56 Kr

400000

4KB

S2

3935.6 Kr

6000000

4KB

meter

Table 6 The pricing of different editions of IoT hub
For Microsoft Azure, there are three editions of the account, free edition, S1
edition and S2 edition which has different cost and throttle limitation. Free trial
is just for 30 days and can only send 8000 messages a day, S1 edition can only
generate small amount of data. S2 edition can enable a large amount of data
with high cost. For this project I only create the an IoT hub with S1 edition. The
cost can be seen on the dash table like Figure 35.

Figure 35 The cost of IoT hub on dash table
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The cost of Microsoft Azure IoT hub service is more expensive but many users
or company are willing to choose because of the reliability, security and various
service deserves. So make a reasonable balance between the cost of money and
the benefit it offers is the wise choice.
5.2.4

Others
There are still some aspects can be compared which in their documentation,
they can be seen as Table 6:
the SensibleThings

Microsoft Azure IoT hub

Environment
requirement

JAVA jdk1.8

Microsoft.NET Framework 4.6
SDK

Library need

SensibleThingsBeta6

Microsoft.Azure.Devices

SDK language

JAVA

.NET, JAVA,PHP,
Ruby,and Node.js.

Python,

Easy to use

Without
graphical A dash board can be used to add
interfaces, need java code service at the cloud side.
to add functionalities.
Table 6 The comparison of SensibleThings and Microsoft Azure IoT hub in
other aspects
The Microsoft Azure offers developer more languages choice and more
convenient ways to develop than SensibleThings, so Microsoft Azure is more
user-friendly.
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6

Conclusions
This project aim is to learn different IoT platforms and make a quantitative and
general comparison of two different IoT platforms. The IoT platform normally
structured in three kinds of mode, centralized mode, semi-centralized mode and
fully distributed mode. For this project I focus on two platforms. The Microsoft
Azure IoT hub is a typical centralized mode platform base on cloud computing.
The SensibleThings is a fully distributed system.
The quantitative comparison of two platform is made in performance by two
scenarios and the general comparison of two platform is made in security, utilization, cost and the others.
For the performance testing, when the message sending speed is adding up, the
SensibleThings's node has better performance while Microsoft Azure IoT hub
S1 edition starts to throttling when speed is 10 times/sec and set the limit of 100
times/sec. When the location of the nodes is different, Microsoft Azure has
better geographic expansion compared with SensibleThings because it has 24
data centre around the world. Besides, if nodes has public IP, the more closer
for the nodes, the better performance SensibleThings can get, if nodes has local
IP, the closer for nodes and proxy, the better performance SensibleThings can
get.
In general comparison, for security, compared with the validation, protocol, the
Azure has better security with the unique token to validation by using AMQP or
MQTT protocol while SensibleThings almost no security mechanism. For the
utilization, SensibleThings compute and storage in local while the Azure IoT
hub handles the computing and storage on the cloud. So compared to SensibleThings, Azure has less requirement on devices. For the cost, Microsoft Azure
follow “pay as you go” which is very expensive while the SensibleThings is
free and open source. So SensibleThings is more cheaper to use. Besides,
Microsoft Azure offers dash board and more SDK languages for developers
which is more user-friendly.
According to the Top 5 choosing platform's standards, Microsoft Azure would
satisfy with the integrity, scalability and the safety while the SensibleThings is
more open and cheap.
So Microsoft is more suitable to be used in enterprise or commercial use, may
need a complicated requirement and more security and scalability, wherever the
nodes are, they will have a stable performance. SensibleThings could be use for
individual or family may which may need to push data quickly but don't have
high requirement on computing and security.
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Each platform has it advantages and the disadvantages, the user should make a
balance between them and choose the platform according to the scenarios.

6.1

Ethical consideration
The Internet of Things, which is introduced in Section 2.1, has already brought
much convenience to our life and be used in many aspects. At the same time,
with more and more things connected together, some problems come up and we
should bring them into consideration. The main problem is about security.
First of all, for users, whether the platform could ensure their information security is a problem. For example, for centralized platform, every message should
be sent to the central node first. Thus the center node has some privileges like
collecting, reading or even storing device-to-cloud message. It has responsibility to guarantee that the message won't be used for illegal way. Besides, if the
central nodes broken, the messages of user can also be damaged or lost.
Seconds, with so many devices together, there may be more possibility of leak
that can be attacked. Meanwhile, the problem of security arise heavily also because of more devices connecting into the IoT. For example, the platform may
suffer from DoS attack and the P2P IoT platform, the message may be filched
when delivering.
Third, the requirement of device would be improved a lot. Like the devices
should have at least a simple operating system, thus increase the cost. So penetration and perfection of the Internet-of-Things still needs time to accomplish.
Forth, for the IoT platform, it must protect the privacy of user. For example,
Microsoft Azure IoT hub and cloud services would never expose the messages
to others without the user's permission. The SensibleThings platform, it use SSL
protocol to encrypt the message when sending the message to proxy as a tunnel.
Last but not the least, the use of the Internet-of-Things should keep the tenet of
making human being's life more convenient and better. Any illegal use of the
IoT should be banned and punished. The government must concentrates on relevant institutional improvement.

6.2

Future work
Because of the limits of time, I only make a quantitative comparison of performance in two scenarios. There still are many interesting things to be done,
like testing the performance when more and more nodes join in the platform,
exploring the scale of the message can be delivered by one nodes. And in a real
cast, like the real time temperature analysis by temperature collected by sensors,
what is the performance of two platforms, what is the utilization of the devices
in this case, like CPU usage, storage and so on.
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